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My personal motivation to join the National Cadet Corps[NCC] was the awesome sight of the
many Republic Parades, Independence Day Parades and the inspiring uniformed NCC cadets I
witnessed during my childhood.  I enquired about the roles played by a NCC cadet in the
society, I got motivated by what is thought in NCC and decided my contribution to my country.
And to join NCC we were given a physical test. By passing the given physical test, I was
selected as a NCC cadet.

NCC is not only about camps, drills, parades, it has more activities than I ever imagined. After
the selection, seniors acknowledged us about the uniform and the protocols to follow in NCC.
After this we finally were able to wear our NCC uniform. Then we had many activities for NCC
and practice.
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I learnt a lot from the moment I joined NCC. I would like to thank my seniors and ANO Lt.
Radhanand Yadav Sir for their constant support. Our seniors and ANO Sir have been training us
for becoming the best and teaching us various things including drill. We even performed
parades in our school for Independence Day and Republic Day.

I am happy that i chose NCC as i got the best guides as my seniors and our respected ANO Sir.
i will try my best and give my best and will abide to all the rules for NCC.

Jai Hind!





supporting me . I promise to do my best in further .
I really thank ANO Lt RADHANAND YADAV SIR to guide me in every situation where I was

helpless …

JAI HIND..












